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ABSTRACT
This summary of the written responses of participants

in the Plenary Session of the 1985 World Conference of the
International Council for Distance Education begins with a review of
the session's specific goals: (1) to present selected ideas and
arguments from two perspectives--a traditional pedagogical one and On
open, andragogical one; allow participants to articulate their own
personal perspective; and (3) given this perspective, to enable each
participant to list one or two issues demanding attention. The key
issues that emerged as a result of 234 returned lists are summarised
under six themes: (2) the definition and enhancement of the identity
of distance education as field of education; (2) the integration of
different types of programs, including credit and non-credit
education and training, and nrichment and job training courses; (3)
growth in the provision of access and resources; (4)
learner-centeredness, i.e., meeting the needs of learners through
more flexible education structures and freedom to work more
independently with learners in course selection; (5) flexibility in
dealing with administrative issues and in the design of learning; and
(6) assessment of the use of technology, success in learning, and
general acceptability of distance mode qualifications. (DJR)
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A summary of written contributions from participants at the final Plenary Stssio

Us Burge

/Won design

TWO broad assumptions supported a design for the
Plenary that Wu both interactive and innovative,
The Out assumption was that informed
professional practice depends not only on the use
of appropriate personal philosophya critical
knowledge about the reasons for one's practice.
Without such art articulation, Acid practice may
show internal consistencies; or, more seriously.
Incongruence; between what is preached and what
is actually practised. The second assumption was
that after an intensive conference week,
participants may want to reflect and talk to more
abstract and personal levels about learning and
teaching.

The specilk goals of the session wen to I) present
selected ideas and arguments from two different
perspectivesa traditional and pedagogical one,
and an open and andraeogical one; ii) allow the
participants to talk to each other and articulate
their own personal perspective ("Where do I stand
on this very complex continuum?"); and III) given
this perspective, enable each participant to list one
or two issues demanding attention.

Barbara Spronk and Mary Nat:6u presented
arguments supporting oPco approaches and
Gomathi Mani and Christine von Prummer
prosented some traditional approaches. (Notethe
arguments each colleague presented were not
necessarily a reflection of her personal values).

These abbreviated presentations drew out
responses and questionsall of which helped to
confirm the complexity of developing an
articulated, coherent perspective. Then, for twenty
minutes, the theatre noise and energy levels rose
markedly as colleagues worked in pairs to
articulate their own perspectives. It was very
rewarding to see colleagues talking, as Kevin Smith
put it, to each other and not past each other.

Finally, each participant was given a form on
which to record his/her issues. We expected to
have returned approximately BO formscoming
from one third of approximately 250 participants.
In fact, 234 forms were returnedto contribute a
total of 450 individual statements of issues.
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Publication deadlines for this report prevented an
exhaustive qualitative analysis, tiowever, every
issue was recorded under pit-cittermined headings
to see approximate frequency distributions. On the
whole these distributions Yttf0 kW...then wen so
many different issues1 Gradually six broad themes
became evident. Each issue was ernss-checked
against a theme to tett its appropriateness for
inclusion: since 90% or thew statements could be
included under a theme, the thematic organtution
was followed for this summary. Participants will
allow that not every statement could be included
verbatim, and that some handwriting proved lo,be
illegible. Quotations have been used to highlight
dimensions of each theme. Where the word
'several' occurs, it refers to 3 to 3 responses.

The themes arc Identity, Integration, Growth,
Learner-Centredneu, Flexibility and Assessment.
Readers will see many connections between these
themes and may wish to develop their own
interpretations of these concepts. If nothing eise
this present articulation reflects some of the
current maturity of distance-mode Icarian and hs
facilitation.

Theme Is Wally

I grouped issues statements as they related to
defining and enhancing the identity of dittance
education as a field of education. Fourteen
respondents referred to identity in terms of either
definition, upgrading or broadening of its
application 'to education generally

We should be opening up learning ... Place
distance education as a discipline more firmly In
perspective.

The development of theoretical bases of distance
education were important to seven respondents:
e.g.

2

The construction of theoretical perspectives
which break from the expectation that
external courses must be dupfleates of internal
slum an integrated philosophical
ilpproach ... move distance education theory
(to a) student centred view.
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Eleven respondents specifically listed aspect of
professional development of distance edthatOrsT
cg,

The need to educete (them) in openness and
livability or thought . Ipenuedel
governments to invest in (raining distance
educators educators who are remote from
the Centre% Of power art OM aderitlattly trained

to cope with methodologks that are so
distant from their previous . experknee.

Other responses can be linked to identity because
they referred to greater information exchange and
development:

To spread the esitting knowledge more widely
rather than to pretend to add to it . a
systematic approach .. develop increased
public awareness . . to generate political
support and growth.

Exchanges of nonacultute bound materials (do
such WO). better data bases, coonlinations or
personnel working in similar subject areas, anti
rescues programs in third world were also
mentioned by Individual respondents.

The concerns felt by this next mpondent were
echoed by several others:

We need to go beyond our identity crisiCand
get on with the affairs that arc important in
education. I believe we are too involved In
attempting to set ourselves aside from other
educators and develop Our own theory,
philosophy, etc. Education c education!

Theme Integration

This theme applied to both Inter. and Intra-
institutional issues, and to international
development. Calls were made for greater
integration between different types of programs
formal (credit) and non.formal (noncredit)
education and training, enrichment and job
training courses. Thirteen participants vonted to
see distance education converging with classroom
based education: but definitely not regarding it as
a second class alternative! Several wanted to have
this integration modelled in institutional practice.

3

There is no 1100 solution I.e distance or on
campusthat meets the needs of all situations
. , (see) distance education as completnenting
traoill rtal education and not as an allernativt.

An expansion of distance education into
traditional won which presently do not use
distance modes was specifically listed hy nine
tripondents,

fteenteile Into a unified ehok spread
the word on developing flexible approaches in
formai and non formal courses
development of public relations for wider
acceptance of 'distance education) pelitkal
action to break down the ivory towers of
formal institutions.

Inter. 'Mullionsl collaboration and cooperation
was a swine concern lor ten reepondents, and
between them they noted accreditation, research,
courses and ptogtarnmes, and design and
Implementation as issues. Several respondents
explained their concern with collaboration in tams
of current resource and funding constraints.

International development as a Woad goal was
indicated in various references to developing
countries and their needs for support from
developed countries. Calls for practical anistance
were made. One respondent suggested the
establishment of sister/brother pairing of
institutionsrather like the concept of sister or
twin cities. Others were Icy specific:

Reduce the gap . provide support
(technological and advisory) something
which distance education is well suited to Idol
... social equitythere is a real danger that
technoloey, delivery systems will further widen
gaps between haves and have-nots.

One respondent referred to the need to educate
governments, especially in Mrica, to reroertise the
sole (that) distance eduertion can play, and
another said that distance education should be
managed (so that) it "provides degreeorie,xd
education ... and functional literacy". The same
respondent listed as a second issue tbe aced for the
ICOR to "refine the tools or distance education in
thc !developingl societies in partkular.
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nit concept (and goal) of growth is implied in the
AM IWO shame, but Ii Is won't distinction here
for two signikant dimensions=.11134 aod
resource provision. Bight/en ftifoneenti tigfd
Increawd accent generally as an issue, and metal
referred specifically to sender aod socio4conomk
MVOs INUtieve.O.

Women god inettibed AMU do we *imply
mond to the needs of the rutin* section of A
society, or aim , to the more disadvantaged
stoups,

Specific kiosk of Woolleninformal, bask,
vocatiomil, primary sad cominithie education were
idcullied by seven respoodenn. Increased access hi
devdopine couioeks was a comen for fifteen
people, Four °thee nsponees related to
adminisuathe concerns:

Making sure that open door policies are not
:glossed to become Involving door polkks
(adapting) existins traditional institution; to
(improve) access ... [keeping a balance
between usdhional and noweraditional
approaches to access ... and how to use
technologic, to help access.

One respoodent called for a redelinhion of
education in terms of its openness of access, and
several tnentioned the need (or greater attention to
the pre-adult age stoup getting elementary and
secondary school keel education).

Not surprisingly, the improvement of existinn
resourcesboth qualitative and quantitative
emerged as a key issue for many respondents. The
problem of balancing cows* expantion demands
with those of ruource constraints was implied orstated in sevetal responses: ee.

A realink assessment of where the resources
will come from foe broadening (access to d.e.)
. . . IrtKOWIMI given government concentrition
on youth and school leaven.

Perhaps this statement says It A:

The best means of producins the mou of the
shrinking global education dollarthis
=tot:wanes many collaboration,
centralized or decentralized system,
atdemiallun vs open access.

Theme Alt 1.eanserifestrednew

This theme emerged at a Mr014 end cerirfAl Ofif: 41
related to both OVIts and 01411 siAltrAtAls about
mortins the rinds of kernels. Implied references
to kw net needs %tie Kett in MA1014016 callina for
IWOdi fleeible educational uroctwes, and greater
freedom; for educatoes to work more
indepeodenily with Seamus in count selection.

Thirty itiitt stAIVIMAII alloded spicikally 44 the
needs and/er warns of learners. Individual Irliing
styles; relt*Abie or MUM WWII% to Kitimat
penon4pecific learning, not learning based on 01
AVOW male tiew of the Ctirrictihrill; negotiation
of cronnit and credenriels to idea twos of
learners, "the *odd of study aod the wodd of
waste; the linking to work into learning. the
apploptise ow of hardware, matching teaching
and !evening styles, and the use of women's
perspectives and experknce of the world Inte cods
mentioned by wveral respondents. One tespondent
distinguished between a tradhional curriculum and
a functionel one. it edition to the nteds of
lamas at various sines of dependence and
independence. Another wanted to have educaton
check their own anumptions about a kerne"
curriculum needs,

One respondent centred her/his two WM'S on the
andragogy vs pedagogy debate, and called for
rewards and practice that will develop a better
undastendins or approptiate methodologies.

Thirteen mspoodente were concerned about
support services and skids for learners. The
development of learnIngshow-talearn skills, the
use of counselling services, the altruism given to
the learner's sociacultural envitonment, the euent
of the help reeded by underprivilesed people and
the ability of inuhutions to provide that specialist
help, and a oh for educators to check their own
assumptions atouod support were issues or specific
cootern:

We mutt get to students before they enrol so
that we help them choose the mom appeopriate
education for their needs ... Include tkills and
resource identification and development and
reduce emphasis on content.

One respondenfls issue statement provides an
excdlent but challenging conclusion:

4

Moving distance education (philosophy, If you
will) out of the province of admhtistraton, whoadopt an expedient, cost-eflkient lasthution.
based view, to a point of view which is student,.
centred and is dominated by theories of
kuning.



Theme J1 nesilillhy

It was hudly surprising this shh theme became
obvioui tither arty in die anolysis, Out the
ttlatftWit them, aod she iritertelatiorhitips
between issasesl Specifically, however, flesihility
WU reamed in statements ratting so
artminhoitive haws, aod in the design of
leaning,

WHOA tkilliffi WW1 *tic of specific centsn o
eleven tespondems, Representesist sateftwots ie

Ws make MOM of the finsibility vit hoe
flexible designs for indisiduil laming givrn by
academic inititutiont whkh now tom to be
mote interested in comparing with It's SktliiOngl
in;014111003 than giving mention so the students'
needs . how to nolo distance education
Ito* flexibk isitbout giving up the academic
standard.

Miny of the thirty4even statements referring to
the use of hardware woe Mated so she comps of
Itesibility and approptiate use by lamps;

Denbo a cost effickto, thevotietZted strategy
wt4dt avoids too much inherited whom the
use of technology to ante more individuated
programs for uudirati.

Adminhtratht hum misted so flexibility appealed
to moue on institutional responses to mitket
demands and so the work of faeulty.

The conuraints of the demand that ma.
granting lasthusions place on dedble modes of
learning flusibWty In semis of proividinn
deusand.led courses quickly for lower numbers
of students (as dhtinct from supply4ed for
larger numbers) .., late) flexible study patterns
compatible with conveational Intim education?

In tbe eleven statements referring to faulty
bah*, that were three ma* emphases:

Attracting faculty into d.e. work, reducins their
workloads, providing training . . inoovations
in facilitating karning/teaching at a distance
(should) antagonism to d.e, redoce ithdri
unproductive woekload (i.e.. paperisoth),

UMW C AMMON

This theme %as reflected MOM In moments Illation
so hardware, Some of the WINS
tottitelff hove shady been mentioned, bin is i4

edding empitikii so the WAX0114 about
educators being seclusology.driven: Thin
tepsesentatise 14114emenli;

The optimum use or sechoology, and foot
Wing) slaves to OW* 0404-kW 3 ,
allowing she ;ethnologists to tun away with
edwosion ft* too Oen shoe is a drploral4e

of tirodtrhing jostirtioni Mh tett,
cowboy delivery systems hive the power awl
poiatial to serve the interests tif the polio
disc

The assanneot of sumo in laming wis listed by
weal tespooiknis as an hoe. Oat called for a
oiliest assettment of the validity of carmine:ion
as the eidloint in a come or promote"
another calkd for broader and mote sopitinkated
understandings of multi4imenslonal cultural
contexts to suppott broidee ainigittifil of success.
The xmalkst statement of all is the blued in
implkation: ulacreaw success rates".

A SW dimension of the assessment theme abuts
so a more pablic processthe general acceptability
of distance mode quilifications, Seven respondents
refuted to kfillkaislakm

Final acceptance , as it fent the equals of
the traditional ddhum ... not a *mond best
choice and a viable alternative.

Summary

Some of the hoes oatmeal we regard as
familiar, others have been sum in ways which
may both unfreeze some of our prelim mind uts
and encourage us to Innovate still further. What
struck me during this analysis was a casein
liberallation of attitudes and increased
questioning of our philosophies atid practice. The
expecud development of this "tibial knowing"
about ourselves will be a devdopment in
sophistication.

While no statistically significant numbers of woes
emerged, wbat is of partkutar Interest in this
earthy is the emphasis on Iolanda, and on the
korner% perspective. If ibis emphasis MOMS our
own needs for Informal lendlectual explorations
and imudependenee with ober edscatents am low
indeed reached a certain maturity and coolideace.
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